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The transistor, first developed by J. Bardeen and W, H. Brattain of
Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1948, grew out of a series of deliberate
investigations of semiconductor properties. Interest in semiconductors
is recorded as early as 1833 when Faraday found that the eleotrioal
resistanoe of silver sulfide decreased with increasing temperature while
the resistance of metals increased with temperature. Observation of the
photoelectric effeot by Becquerel followed in 1839 and in 1874 it was
found by F. Braun and A. Schuster that the eleotrical resistance of
oontaots between certain materials did not appear to obey Ohm's law but,
instead were non-linear functions of the polarity and magnitude of the
applied voltage. Progress in semiconductor research was for many years
very slow; in fact, it was not until the early 1940* s after the pressure
of war had been released that the exploitation of the semioonduotor field
was begun in earnest, Silicon and germanium diodes had been developed
during the war in answer to the need for detectors at radar frequencies
but their mechanism of rectification was poorly understood. Accordingly,
a group of scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories was organized for
the purpose of developing the theory of conduction in semioonduotors.
It was with this group in 1948, during an investigation of semiconductor
surfaoe states, that J, Bardoen and IV, H, Brattain developed the point-
oontaot transistor. This development was heralded as a milestone in
semioonduotor research, Soon thereafter, a short step was made from the
point-oontaqt transistor to the junotion transistor, (10)
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Literature describing the development and uses of junction trans-
istors has multiplied in reoent years. Among many uses, interest has
fallen in particular, on the use of a junction transistor as a switoh.
This paper treats of this use of a junction transistor and, more
particularly, the measurement of the static characteristic of a
transistor -when so used. Chapter I explains, qualitatively, what hap-
pens within a transistor when it is used as a switch; then, equations
are developed to show the switching action in quantitative terms.
Chapter II considers various aspeots of practical switches and then
disousses the advantages and limitations of junotion transistors in
switohing applications. Chapter III follows with a development of the
cirouitry for a quick cheok device to measure the static switohing
parameters of a transistor. Chapter IV concludes the paper by oomparing
aotual measurements with the corresponding theoretical predictions based
on equations in Chapter I«
Most of the material and data for this paper were gathered at Hughes
Aircraft Company in Culver City, California. Grateful acknowledgement is
made, in particular, to Mr, W. S. Shookenoy and to the many others at
Hughes who provided assistance and enoouragement during the course of my
work there. Thanks is due also to Professors R. L. Miller, M. L. Cotton
and J. J. Downing of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
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all» a 12») Coefficients of the terms in equations (1-3) and (1-4).
) These coefficients are determined by the geometry of the
a21» a22 ) transistor and the electrioal properties of the semi-
conducting material used in the transistor,
a-c Either "alternating current" or "alternating,"
d-o Either "direot ourrent" or "direct."
Dj! The diffusion oonstant for electrons in the emitter of a
p-n-p transistor,
i
Dn The diffusion constant for eleotrons in the collector of
a p-n-p transistor.
Dp The diffusion constant for holes in the base of a p-n-p
transistor,
e The natural logarithm base.
E Output voltage,
I Current.
I D Base current; positive sense into the transistor,
I Collector ourrentj positive sense into the transistor,




Io_ The component of oolleotor ourrent contributed by hole flow,
loo Tne collector junotion voltage saturation current whioh
flows when Ie » 0,
Ie Emitter ourrentj positive sense into the transistor,
Ie The component of emitter ourrent contributed by electron
flow,
I6 The oomponent of emitter ourrent contributed by hole flow,
Iffo The emitter junction voltage saturation ourrent which
0.
Ip(x) That part of the current flow in the x-direotion at any
point, x, in the base due to the movement of holes,





The reverse saturation current across a p-n junction due
to the flow of minority carriers,
1 vT
k Boltrmann' s constant s 1.38 x 10" Joules/°K moleoule.
L_ The diffusion length for eleotrons in the emitter of a
p-n-p transistorj the distanoe from the base into the
emitter at which eleotron concentration has decreased by
a factor l/e.
1^ The diffusion length for electrons in the collector of a
p-n-p transistor] the distanoe at whioh eleotron
concentration has decreased by a factor of l/e.
L_ The diffusion length for holes in the base of a p-n-p
transistor; the distanoe from the emitter into the base
at which the hole concentration has deoreased by a factor
of l/e.
m The re
ionization were not present at the collector junoticin.
n Electron concentration.
np The thermal equilibrium concentration of electrons in
p-type semioonducting material.
p Hole oonoentration.
p The thermal equilibrium oonoentration of holes in n-type
semiconduoting material.
PAx) The static component of hole oonoentration at any point,
x, in the base of the p-n-p transistor discussed in
Appendix I.
p^(x) The time varying component of hole oonoentration at any
point, x, in the base of the p-n-p transistor discussed
in Appendix I.
p-n ' An adjective used to describe the junction between a
p-type semiconductor and a n-type semiconductor.
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q The eleotrioal charge of an eleotron = 1.6 x 10 ooulombs,
Qp As used in Appendix T it is the total oharge in a volume
of the transistor base, of unit cross-section and length,
W, where the unit cross-section is taken in a plane
parallel to the base surface and the length, V, the base
thickness, is taken along the x-direotion.
viii

roe The low frequency dynamic collector resistance,
analogous to plate resistance in a vacuum tube.
Roe The d-c oollector resistance, analogous to the beam
resistance of a vacuum tube.
R08 The series resistance of the oolleotor region exoluding
the collector junction.
rec The low frequency dynamic emitter resistance of a
transistor operated in its inverted configuration. It
is analogous to rC e °f a transistor operated in its
normal configuration.
R The d-c emitter resistance of a transistor operated in
its inverted configuration. It is analogous to Rce
of a transistor operated in its norr.ial configuration.
R8S The series resistance of -foe emitter region excluding
the emitter junction.
Rf The feedback resistor shown in figure (7).
R^ The input resistor shown in figure (7).
^1* ^2* °*t°» The base current ladder resistors shown in figure (11).
t Time.
T Temperature in degrees Kelvin.
^1* Tg, etc. Transistors, as shown in figures (3) and (5).
V^ The base voltage of a transistor measured with respeot
to its emitter.
'ob The collector voltage of a transistor measured with
respect to its base.
Vco The collector voltage of a transistor measured with
respect to its emitter.
VQ tj The emitter voltage of a transistor measured with
respect to its base.
V00 The emitter voltage of a transistor measured with
respeot to its collector.




The thickness of the base of the transistor discussed
in Appendix I*
Distance along the axis of the transistor described in
Appendix I measured from the emitter junotion with
positive sense into the base.
The inverted d-c current gain of the transistor; the
fraotion of the collector current that reaches the
emitter, defined by the equation, Ie |
The normal d-o current gain of the transistor; the
fraction of the emitter ourrent that reaches the
collector, defined by the equation, T ,
1« I Vcfa r a
normal Same as °< •
Base ourrent multiplication factor =
/ _ eK
T^ The "hole lifetime," It is the time for a group of
holes injected into a piece of n-type semiconducting
material to be reduced in number by a factor of l/e.
(Jp The voltage of the p-side of a p-n junction measured
with respect to the n-side of the junction,
Cp
c
LP at the collector junction,
(Pq Cf at the emitter junction,
U) Angular frequency in radians per unit time

CHAPTER I
A DISCUSSION OF THE URGE SIGNAL OPERATION OF JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
The aim of this chapter is to explain briefly and in qualitative
terras what happens within a transistor when it is used as a switch.
The equations which govern the transistor switohing action will then be
presented and some of the limitations inherent in these equations will
be discussed. Attention will be oonfined to just the d-o or static
behavior of the transistor. The a-o effeots, although of great import-
ance in the operation of a transistor as a switch, will not be considered
in this paper.
In presenting a picture of the operation of a junction transistor,
it is first desirable to describe the p-n junction itself. A p-n
junction is a boundary between two slightly different types of semi-
conducting materials. On the n-type side of the junction the mobile
charge carriers are mostly electrons drifting within a fixed structure
of bound oharges. These bound charges are carried on penta-valent
impurity atoms whioh are imperfections in a orystal lattice consisting
of tetra-valent semiconductor atoms. In the n-type crystal, these
mobile electrons are oalled the "majority carriers." A few positive
carriers are also present in the n-material and these are oalled the
"minority carriers." On the p-type side of the junction the mobile
charge carriers are mostly positive "holes" drifting within a fixed
structure of bound charges. These bound oharges are held on tri-valent
impurity atoms which are imperfections in a crystal lattice of tetra-
valent semiconductor atoms. In the p-material the hole is the "majority

oarrier" and the electron, the "minority carrier." The "hole" does not
really exist as a discrete particle; it is just a convenient abstraction
used to explain the net behavior of electrons in a serniconducting crystal
lattice containing imperfeotions which produoe an electron deficiency.
An adequate description of the hole is very involved but a hole behaves
as if it were a positive eleotron with the same mass as an ordinary
electron but with slightly less mobility than an electron (13).
In the region near a p-n junction, electrons in the n-material are
repelled from the junotion by the bound negative charge on the p-side of
the junction. Similarly, holes in the p-material are repelled from the
junotion by the bound positive charge on the n-side of the junction.
There is thus oreated a potential hill due to the bound charge at the
junotion which tends to oppose the migration of majority carriers aoross
the junotion, ( Hbte that once a majority oarrier crosses a p-n junction
it becomes by definition a minority oarrier.) A voltage, (0 , external to
the p-n junotion will now be defined as a voltage applied to the
p-material measured with respect to the n-material. Tfrien Cp is applied
to a p-n junotion and is made more positive than a few tenths of a volt,
the potential hill at the junotion is overcome and copious flow of
majority carriers results. This condition will be referred to as "current
saturation." Ilhen (D is made a few tenths of a volt negative, the
junotion ourrent becomes quite small and is due to the flow of minority
oarriers across the junotion, ?ince these minority oarriers are rela-
tively few and their rate of generation is substantially independent of
the junotion voltage, this current remains fairly oonstant even when ($
is made several volts negative. This condition will be oalled "voltage
2

saturation." This non-ohmio behavior of a p-n junction is described
fairly well by the equation, (8),
where, I - the junction ourrent.
I
s
s the reverse saturation current across the junction
due to the flow of minority carriers,
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q s electronic charge s 1.6 x 10" coulombs.
Cp z voltage of the p-material with respect to the n-raaterial,
k = Boltzmaim's constant = 1.38 x 10" Joules/^K molecule.
T z temperature in degrees Kelvin.
A junction transistor may be thought of as two p-n junctions placed
parallel to each other, and separated by just a very thin layer of semi-
conducting material called the "base." ^hen the transistor is used as an
amplifier, one of these junctions is forward-biased so that current flows
aoross it easily; this junction is called the "emitter junction." It is
usually designed to operate so that most of the junction current consists
of carriers flowing into the base. The other junction is called the
"collector junction." It is reverse -biased so that in the absence of the
emitter junction, just the voltage saturation current would flow across
it. The emitter, however, injects a large number of minority oarriers
into the base layer. These oarriers do not immediately reoombine with
the majority carriers already in the base, but instead they diffuse across
the base layer to the oollector junction where most of them are swept by
the reverse bias potential across that junction into the collector region,
thus increasing the oollector current I considerably above its normal
voltage saturation value, IQo# If it is assumed that there is no voltage
3

drop within the transistor, except aoross the junctions, minority carriers
which have been injeoted by the emitter into the base will proceed across
the base only by means of diffusion. If CfQ , the voltage of the p-side
of the collector junction measured with respeot to the n-side, is more
negative than a few tenths of a volt, the ourrent across the oollector
junction, I<j, will be almost independent of it, Io will be determined,
instead, by "tiie geometry of the transistor, the parameters of the dif-
fusion process in the base layer and the rate at which minority carriers
are emitted into the base layer, I can be controlled because the rate
at which minority carriers are emitted into the base can be varied at
will.
The discussion up to this point has presented a brief qualitative
picture of how a transistor operates. There is no reason why the actions
which have been described so far oannot be put into analytical form and,
in fact, this has already been done by Ebers and Moll (5), The following
development of the equations which describe the transistor switoh will
very olosely parallel the development contained in the Ebers and Moll
paper (5) and in Chapter Eight of TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS (7).
For a transistor to be used as a switoh, it is necessary that it be
driven between oortain conditions of saturation. The condition for the
"on" state is that the emitter junction be forward biased so heavily that
a small change in base current, 1^, will have very little effeot on
oollector current, Ic , or in other words, that the transistor be current
saturated. The condition for the "off" state is that both junotions bo
reverse biased so that a small change in the voltage from base to emitter,
V^e, will have very little effeot on Ic or simply that the transistor be
4

voltage saturated. These two conditions of drive are the extremes between
whioh an amplifier would operate. The switch, howevor, is ideally in
either one or the other of these saturated states all the while, except
for a brief period of transition between states. Therefore^ one oan de-
fine two regions of saturated operation separated by the usual region for
operation of an amplifier. Ebers and Moll (5) have defined these regions
as follows:
Region I, the "off" or voltage saturation region. Its boundaries
are defined by the conditions that both the emitter and collector
junctions conduct reverse bias currents.
Region II, the normal operation region for a transistor amplifier.
Here, the emitter junction oarries forward bias current, while the
oollector junction oarries reverse bias current.
Region III, the "on" or current saturation region. Its boundaries
are suoh that the emitter and collector both oarry forward bias current.
It is to be noted that region II also includes the "inverted
transistor" condition where the electrode designated "collector" is used
as emitter and the electrode designated "emitter" is used as collector.
When it is desired to distinguish between these two conditions, the former
will be referred to as "normal region II" and the latter as "inverted
region II." In general, the words "normal" and "inverted," when applied
to a transistor configuration, or the letters "n" and "i," when used as
subscripts, will refer to theae uses of the emitter and collector
eleotrodes. An exception to this rule will be made for the subscript "n"
which is used for another purpose in Appendix I and in equations (1-2),
(1-3), (1-4) and (1-18) of this chapter.

The relationships between the emitter and oollector voltages and
the emitter and oollector currents of a transistor nay be found by, first,
setting up a geometrical model of the transistor. Then, by considering
the diffusion of carriers through the homogeneous regions of the transistor
and, finally, by accounting for the behavior of voltages and oarrior flow
at the junctions; this establishes the boundary conditions for the dif-
fusion process in the homogeneous regions of the transistor.
The result of this process is a set of equations which describes the
terminal voltages and currents of the transistor. There is no necessary
reason to place restrictions on the transistor geometry in carrying out
this process and, in fact, Ebers and Moll (5) in their paper have shown
a solution for a very general geometrical arrangement. The details of the
prooess are made clearer, however, if the transistor geometry is arranged
so that variations in only one dimension have to be considered; further-
more, notation is simplified if the derivation is limited to either a
p-n-p or an n-p-n trans iator. Appendix I shows in detail the derivation
of the diffusion equation, its solution and the application of boundary
conditions to arrive at the equations describing the terminal voltages
and ourrents of a p-n-p transistor of simplified geometrioal arrangement.
The differential equation whioh describes the diffusion of holes
through a slab of homogeneous semiconductor, such as germanium, containing




p - the concentration of holes at any time, t, and at any point,
x, in the slab.

t = tine.
x s distance into the slab measured along the normal to its
surface.
p = the thermal equilibrium concentration of holes in the
n-type germanium.
p = the "hole lifetime." It is the time required for a group
of holes injected into the slab to be reduced by a factor
of l/e. (e is the natural log base.)
D s the diffusion constant for holes in the slab of n-type
germanium. It has the dimensions (length) / time.
Let one surface of this slab form the emitter p-n junction and let
the other surfaoe parallel to the first and separated from it by a
distance W, form the colleotor p-n junction. Equation (1-2) is then
solved for the d-o oase. The hole concentration at each junction (see
Appendix I, equations Al-14 and Al-15) is applied as the boundary condi-
tion to this solution to obtain an equation for the hole concentration
(equation Al-19) at any point within the base. The hole current is found
from the gradient of the hole concentration equation. Particular
solutions of this gradient equation (equation Al-21) at the emitter and
collector junctions give the hole currents at these junctions (equations
Al-22 and Al-23). The electron currents at these junotions are found by
analogy from the corresponding hole current equations. (Equations Al-24
and Al-25)
.
Electron and hole currents at each junotion are then added
to obtain the total current at eaoh junotion. When this is done, the
result is,





f^fc^f . A ^ u 7
V i ^ ^t7f:V
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and where, q - electronio charge s 1.6 x 10 coulombs.
k - Boltzmann' s constant = 1.38 x 10~ Joules/^K molecule.
T - Temperature in degrees Kelvin.
' e -voltage of the p-side of the emitter measured with
respect to the n-side.
T - voltage of the p-side of the collector junction
measured with respect to the n-side.
Dp- Diffusion oonstant for holes in the base (n-material),
Length / time.
H^- Diffusion constant for eleotrons in the emitter
(p-material) , Length^/ time.
t
Dn« Diffusion oonstant for eleotrons in the collector
(p-material), Length^/ time.
Lp- Diffusion length for holes in the basoj distance into
the base at whioh the hole concentration has
decreased by a factor of l/e.
Lq- Diffusion length for electrons in the emitter \ distanoe
from the base into the emitter at which electron
concentration has decreased by a factor of l/e.
1^- Diffusion length for electrons in the collector;
distance from the base into the collector at f\hich
electron concentration has decreased by a faotor
of l/e.
pn
= the thermal equilibrium concentration of holes in
n-type material.

np= the thermal equilibrium concentration of eleotrons in
p-type material.
W = the width of the base layer,
IQ = emitter current measured with positive sense into thetransistor.
I = collector current measured with positive sense into
the transistor.
The form of these coefficients makes them of value in visualizing
the various factors that contribute to the d-c behavior of a transistor.
They might possibly be of interest in the design of a transistor, but
they are not i/vell adapted to predicting the large signal behavior of a
transistor from known or measurable small signal parameters. Further-
more, the lack of generality of the model for inhioh they were derived
also limits their usefulness.
Ebers and Moll (5) have derived expressions for a^, a^2» a21 an(*
a22 °^ equations (1-3) and (1-4) in terms of small signal parameters.
Their equations are quite general and may be applied to any n-p-n or
















where, leo" ^e skitter junction voltage saturation current
whioh flows when collector ourrent, Ic = 0,
loo" "the collector junction voltage saturation current
whioh flows when emitter current, Ie = 0.

o(
n * the normal d-o current gain of the transistor; the
fraction of the emitter current that reaches the






i s the inverted d-o ourrent gain of the transistor; the
fraction of the oollector ourrent that reaches the
emitter, defined by the equation, o< ' - -le I
vob" the voltage applied to the oollector measured with
respeot to the base region.
^eb" ^c voltage applied to the emitter measured with
respect to the base region.
It was shown in Appendix I that a^ s a21 an<^ this is true in
general (5); therefore, it follows from equations (1-6) and (1-7) that,
<*** T^ = o^ I co (1 .9)
Equations (1-3) and (1-4) may now be re-written in terms of these "a"
coefficients:
r.^K^-O^W^-0] (1.io)
These equations show very clearly the d-o behavior of a junction trans-
istor with respect to its terminal voltages and currents. Equation (l-ll),
for example, shows that I is dependent only upon<^ when^ is more than a
few tenths of a volt negative*. It shows, also, that in region I, I
c < IQo
and that^, £fo# an<^ *o aro relatively independent of eaoh other. In
region IIT it shows that changes in I produoe little change in<y^e and tf »
These two equations, then, within the limits of the assumptions upon whioh
they were derived, would desoribe very well the behavior of a transistor
*The quantity IcT/q - .026 volts at room temperature, 300°K or 00°F.
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in a switching application.
Equations for V0Q and Veo will be found to be useful in Chapter TV
and will therefore be presented here. These equations follow from ('1-10
)




where, V0Q* collector voltage measured with respect to the emitter.
Vec - emitter voltage measured with respect to the collector.
Io - collector ourrent; positive sense is into the oollector.
Ie = emitter ourrentj positive sense is into the emitter.
It> = base current; positive sense is into the base.
The ( + ) sign is to be chosen for p-n-p transistors and -tiie (-) sign,
for n-p-n transistors. Other d-c parameters which are of interest in
the design of switching circuits are,
rQe is the low frequenoy dynamic collector resistance, analogous to rp
for a vacuum tube. re0 is the inverted case of rce .
_
di/ce
_ +. J?T .




Roe is the d-c collector resistance, analogous to the beam resistance of




"--k=*t^) ~ i (l.^ / (1-16)
^ Ze /Ze ^7 i g °" 7/ (1-17)
^r/-=uj
Note a^ain that the ( + ) sign is to be used for p-n-p transistors and the
(-) sign, for n-p-n transistors. Derivations of equations (1-14) and (1-15)
nay be found in Appendix IV.
It is interesting to note that the inverted equations in each case so
far presented may be obtained from the normal equations if one merely
interchanges the subscripts "o" and "e, n and "nn and "i," That this
should be true is not surprising beoause there is no difference in the
nature of the actions occurring at collector and emitter, except as is
determined by the polarity and magnitude of bias ourrents at these junctions.
These equations desoribe large signal behavior of a transistor fairly
well but the assumptions, as stated in Appendix I, upon whioh their de-
rivation is based limit their range of application. Consideration will be
given here to some of these limitations.
Equation (l-ll), j-
=
«~ Ieq ^tfr S _ Tco , *gv
C-%,<x) X J t-«~1i. \ e J >
predicts that as Cp is made increasingly negative, other variables being
held oonstant, the change in IQ will beoome negligibly small. There is
12

no indioation that this condition will not hold even at extremely large
negative voltages. Aotually, however, as the inverse voltage is increased
across a p-n diode junction, a oritioal voltage, the Zener voltage, is
reached above which -the current through the junction inoreases very
rapidly. The Zener breakdown of a p-n junotion is analogous to field
emission in metals. It represents the electric field strength which is
needed to tear otherwise stable electrons from their valenoe linkages
(7). Zener breakdown is usually very sharp and when it has occurred the
voltage across the diode remains constant over a rather wide range of
ourrent. In a transistor, other voltage effects usually become prominent
before the Zener voltage is reached. One of these is avalanche breakdown,
which at one time was not distinguished from Zener breakdown, (12). It
occurs in oollector-base junotions when the space-charge region (i.e. the
region across the junction where an electric field exists and oarrier
transport is not primarily a result of the diffusion process) is fairly
wide. TVhen reverse bias on the collector is increased, the space charge
region widens, extending mostly into the base, since the base region is
usually made of higher resistivity than the oollector region. The
oarriers are accelerated toward the collector and as collector voltage
is inoreased, an increasingly larger number of these carriers have enough
kinetio energy to rupture the valence linkages between atoms in the
orystal lattice. In this way a larger number of electron-hole pairs is
formed and the ourrent across the junction is inoreased, (12).
In some transistors, the oollector space-charge region can be
widened until it touches the emitter junotion before enough ionization has
ocourred to cause avalanche. This condition is called "punch-through. w
13

When the base has been punohed through, there is no effective base region
left and the situation is as if the emitter had been shorted through to
the collector. Of course, no transistor aotion can be obtained in this
oondition (12).
Associated with this narrowing of the effeotive base layer, is an
increase in<*. That this inorease should be expeoted oan be seen from
the equation for ©<. derived on the basis of diffusion effects.*
r 4- 7% 4, *^ 4-
The ionization process which, if it is allowed to become prominent,
leads to avalanohe, also contributes to an effective increase in o(.
A multiplication ratio, m, oan be defined as the ratio of the actual
ourrent across the junotion to the ourrent whioh would flow in the
absenoe of this ionization effect. This faotor, m, has a value close to
unity for low oollector voltages and it increases rapidly as the avalanche
voltage, Va , is approached. Most good junction transistors have normal^s
in the range of values between 0.9 and 1.0 j therefore, only a small
increase in m is needed to make the produot,e?Cm s 1. Interesting effects
occur in the region where m begins to beoome appreciably larger than
unity. The formula for base ourrent multiplication factor, fi t
must be modified to,















and when <K m • 1, /3 becomes infinite; as <=<. m is made larger than unity,
/3 becomes negative (12). Figure ( l) shows o( m and f3 plotted against
collector voltage. A voltage,
^m* has been defined as the voltage at
whioh °Cm » 1,(12). It is possible to operate a transistor in the range
between V^m and Va where <=< > 1 and/3 < 0. Operation in this region opens
the possibility of obtaining the characteristics of a point-contaot
transistor in a junction unit, (11). Because operation above V^j,, is
associated with high oollector currents, it is aocompanied by an increase
in temperature at the collector junction. An inorease in junction temper-
ature causes a decrease in the faotor, (e *^ -1)* and, therefore, an
inorease in I . This cumulative prooess, whioh has been termed "oollector
runaway," can result in destruction of the transistor, (12).
None of these effects just described is predioted by the equations
which have been developed from a consideration of the carrier diffusion
equation. Whether any of them oan be predioted from small signal para-
meters alone seems very unlikely. One is led, then, to the need for more





A DISCUSSION OF SWITCHES AND AN EVALUATION
OF THE JUNCTION TRANSISTOR ST7ITCH
One might specify the properties of an ideal switch as,
1. An infinite admittance in the "on" state.
2. An infinite impedance in the "off" state.
3. An ability to shift instantaneously between "off" and "on" states,
4. The consumption of as small an amount of controlling power as
might be desired,
Suoh a devioe, of course, does not exist, Praotical switches are
limited in many respects whioh depend, largely, on the design of the
switch. These are some of the shortcomings whioh limit the usefulness
of practioal switohest
1, A voltage drop exists when a current flows through it,
2, The amount of current that can be conducted through the switch is
limited by the power which can be dissipated in the switch,
3, No practical switch can be shifted instantaneously between "on"
and "off" states; therefore, the maximum energy Wiioh oan be dissipated by
the switch during this transition may be a limitation of the switoh,
4, Transition between "on" and "off" states is frequently accompanied
by a large amount of noisej moreover, the instants of "make" and "break"
are often poorly defined,
5, A switch in its "off" state will conduct when,
a Dielectric breakdown ocours,









o. An a-o voltage is applied, because of inter -eleotr ode capaci-
anoe.
6. Some switches, thyratrons, for example, cannot be turned off by
simply reversing the turn-on prooedure.
7, Other switohes, diodes, for example, will not oonduct a current
equally well in either direction.
Although this listing is incomplete, it does indicate the general
nature of the problems one encounters in choosing the right switch for the
job.
It lias been found that junction transistors are very good switches.
They can be made to approach the ideal switch more olosely in many respects
than any other known device (3), Within its ourrent, voltage, power and
temperature limits, a junction transistor switch has useful properties.
Some of these may be shown with the aid of the grounded-emitter circuit
of Fig. (2).
When base ourrent, 1^, is flowing in the direction indicated, the
transistor is in its "on" state. v"co is, typically, less than five
millivolts and the resistance between oolleotor and emitter, r00 , is usually
between one and five ohms. Ic may flow either from collector to emitter or
from emitter to collector equally well, within oertain magnitude limits
which depend on the value of It,.
"Then I-^ is made to flow in a direction opposite to that shown in
Fig. (2) so that the magnitude of VD0 is 0.1 volts or greater, the
transistor is driven to its "off" state. In germanium transistors under
this oondition, Ic is a few microamperes and rCe» several megohms. Silioon
units usually fall in the region where I is measured in millimicroamperes






























A transistor has other useful properties. For example, when it is
used to replace a meohanion.l switch, these are some of the advantages
obtained:
1. A transistor has no contacts or moving parts to wear out,
2. There is no problem of arcing, although voltage breakdown
problems do exist,
3. Transistor switches may be operated much faster than mechanical
switches; for example, a transistorized ohopper, such as is shown in Fig, (3),
will operate easily at a rate of ten kilocycles, a rate at which it is
nearly impossible for a mechanical ohopper to operate. Transistorized
ohoppers do not have appreciable phase shift in the audio range and can be
driven equally well at any of a wide range of ohopping frequencies,
Meohanioal choppers, on the other hand, suffer from phase shifts and
meohanioal resonances, and they are usually designed for operation over a
relatively narrow range of chopping frequencies, (6),
4. Transistors oan be designed to operate stably under severe
mechanical shock, while meohanioal switches are more difficult to design
for this kind of servioe.
Other useful properties of the transistor oan be shown from the
advantages which aro obtained when it is used to replace a diode. Fig, (4)
shows a full-wave transistorized rectifier which, to achieve a higher
efficiency, replaces a diode rectifier. In this application of the
c
transistor, advantage is taken of tha high front to baok ratio, about 10 ,
whioh a transistor can exhibit for voltages down to about one millivolt (l).
The transistor possesses other advantages over a diode when it is used as










Example of an "and" logic circuit using junction transistors
Tn Output




somewhat more awkward diode awltohing circuits. Examples of series
transistor "and" and "or" cirouits are shown in Fig. (5). A diode logio
oircuit suffers from loading effects when several logio levels are cas-
oaded. This loading limits the number of levels that oan be oasoaded to
from two to about four without intermediate buffering (3). The transistor
logio cirouits overcome this difficulty beoause a transistor has a ourrent
gain from its base to its oollector.
Despite their many virtues transistor switches have several
weaknesses:
When a
no external oollector voltar;e is applied, there is still a small voltage
of about one to five millivolts between colleotor and emitter of a typioal
transistor. This voltage is present whenever base current is flowing and
in some cases it is a considerable inconvenience. For example, in Fig. (3),
transistors in the pairs T^, T2 and T3, T4 must be nearly identical in
order to oanoel -the signal that this residual voltage would produce at the
ohopper output.
Hhen the transistor is in its "off" state and collector voltage is
applied, there is a small leakage current whioh is a few microamperes for
germanium transistors and a few millimioroamperes for silicon transistors.
This leakage ourrent oan be troublesome when switching is attempted in
high impedance circuits.
The oollector to emitter capaoitance and the transit time of
minority oarriers across the base region of a transistor will, in some
cases, be large enough to impair its usefulness in circuits where fast
switching action is desired (9). This aspect of transistor switches is
not disoussed in this paper; it is mentioned only because of the
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limitations it places on the usefulness of transistor switohes.
The ourrent that a transistor oan switch is limited in at least two
•ways. Yflien the base is ourrent saturated, the maximum value of I is
limited by the heat which it is allowable to dissipate in the transistor.
The base oan be driven out of ourrent saturation by making I too large;
then the power dissipation increases undesirably. Any increase in power
dissipation is generally unaooeptable because it causes an increase in
temperature, a change in transistor parameters (Equation 1-11 shows that
the transistor is temperature sensitive.) and, eventually, if it is not
cheoked, a burn-out of the transistor.
The maximum oollector voltage that a transistor will withstand in
its "off state depends on the voltage breakdown mechanisms whioh have
been discussed at some length in Chapter I. When a voltage breakdown
ooours, oollector current usually increases and the transistor may be lost
beoause of overheating at one of its junctions.
The preoeding few paragraphs have pointed out some of the advantages
and weaknesses of praotical transistor switohes. In choosing between a
transistor and some other device to perform a switching funotion, the
relative merits of the two devices must be considered and to determine
what may be expected of the transistor, one must either be able to oompute
its behavior from commonly available small signal parameters using, for
example, the equations developed in Chapter I or he must be able to
measure the parameters of a transistor in the conditions under whioh it is
to be used. Chapter III chooses the latter alternative. It desoribes a




A DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE STATIC SWITCHING PROPERTIES
OF JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
It is indicated in Chapter I that analytical methods of determining
the static switching properties of a transistor are subject to disad-
vantages. An alternative to these methods is the actual measurement of
the desired parameter. The subject of this chapter is the development
of oirouitry to make these measurements. Capabilities whioh might be
desired of suoh oirouitry are»
1. An easily interpreted dynamic display of information,
2. Simple and quick measuring prooedure,
3. Sufficient versatility to permit measurement of all commonly
encountered types of junction transistors.
Perhaps the simplest and most easily understood display of information
about a transistor is the static collector characteristic, Tfhen this
characteristic is extended through regions I, II and III, so as to show
detailed information at the origin, it displays nearly all the information
one needs in order to assess the static switching performance of a
transistor. Furthermore, in oontrast to the meter display, it has the
advantage of showing information about a large number of operating points,
while a meter is usually able to display information about only one
operating point at a time,
A plot of the statio colleotor characteristic of a transistor is
simply a plot of VQe and IQ for various known values of I^ or V-^, There
are several possible arrangements of current and voltage measuring devioes
whioh will aooomplish this purpose and these are shown in Fig, (6) where
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Possible arrangements of voltmeter and ammeter for measuring




the measuring device 5 s shown merely as an ammeter or a voltmeter.
In determining which of these circuits is most desirable, the "off"
oondition of the transistor will be considered first. In this state rce
is high; it is perhaps as much as POO megohms, I is small; as little as
10 millimioroamperes and V may be any value up to about 50 volts, de-
pending on the breakdown voltage of the particular transistor under test.
Circuits B and C have the disadvantage of requiring that the ourrent
through the voltmeter be subtracted from the ammeter reading. Beoause
the current through the transistor will probably be much less than the
current through the voltmeter, the circuits B and C are not attractive.
Cirouit A requires that the ammeter be isolated from ground. The dynamic
measurement of ten millimioroamperes with a devioe such as an amplifier
poses serious noise and leakage problems; for this reason, a grounded am-
meter such as is shown in circuit D is attractive. Furthermore, small
ourrent amplifiers of the grounded type have been built to measure ourrents
in the mioromioroampere range, (14). For these reasons cirouit D was
ohosen for the basio amplifier configuration for the "off" oondition.
The "on" condition is considered next. Tn this state rce is very
low; usually it is less than 10 ohms and Voe is, typically, less than five
millivolts. Under these conditions, the voltage drop across an ammeter is
likely to be of comparable magnitude to the voltage drop across the
transistor; oirouits A and D are, therefore, eliminated. If the current
souroe has high impedance compared to rce , then to a good approximation,
I is independent of VCQ and need not be measured directly. For these
conditions circuit B seems most attractive and, therefore, it was ohosen





There are at least two methods of automatically displaying the
collector characteristic; one of the.se is by use of a servo-plotter.
In this arrangement, the x-axis amplifier of the plotter is fed a voltage
proportional to Voe . Either I D or VD0 is then held constant and the
character ijtio is traced by varying either VQe or IQ arbitrarily. Because
a servo-system, typically, has only a few oycles per second bandwidth, it
oan be used to plot voltages which would be masked by noise in a wider
band devioe. The servo-plotter, however, is slower than a purely
electronic device; furthermore, the plotting paper must be continually
renewed.
Another method of displaying the collector charaoteristio uses a
cathode-ray oscillosoope instead of a servo-plotter. In this case volt-
ages proportional to Voe and Ic may be read directly from a gridded
template oovering the oathode-ray tube face. This method of displaying
the collector characteristic is best suited to a quick oheck device and,
hence, it was the one chosen.
It has already been indicated that rather small values of voltage
and ourrent must be measured. At the time this problem arose, there was
no available direct-ooupled oscilloscope that possessed enough gain to
make these measurements; furthermore, the high input impedance of an
osoilloscope makes it a poor ourrent sink. It is necessary, then, that
an amplifier preoede the oscilloscope. This amplifier must be direct-
ooupled; it must have very low input impedance, high gain, negligible
drift, low internal noise and moderate bandwidth. An amplifier was
found at Hughes Aircraft Company whioh met these requirements very well.
A schematic of this amplifier is shown in Fig. (7). Operation of the
circuit is as follows:
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The sum of currents into node N must equal zero. The voltage of
node N is maintained oonstant, for praotioal purposes, by a very large
amount of negative feedback from the amplifier output through Rf. If Eq
is adjusted to ground potential and no ourrent is supplied to the node
externally, then 1^ must be zero and node N must be at ground potential.
As soon as an external current, T , is fed to node N, an equal current
must be removed from the node through %; to accomplish this, E - —*± _
- -==—-
, and so E is proportional to I .
A high degree of d-o stability is achieved in this amplifier by use
of chopper stabilization. The means by which stabilization is obtained is
as follows:
Referring again to Fig. (7), it is seen that the ooupling to the
input of Vp is a high-pass filter with a corner frequency of about 0.3
cycles per second while the coupling to the input of V, is a low-pass
filter with a corner frequency of about 30 cycles por second so that the
frequency speotrum of the input signal is divided between V. and V_ with
some overlapping. The signal passing through V2 is amplified and inverted.
The signal to V^ is chopped at a 400 cyole per seoond rate, amplified as
an a-c signal and then synchronously rectified at the output of V^. This
rectified signal is passed through another low-pass filter with a oorner
frequenoy of about two oycles per second and then summed at node M with
the signal from Vg . The composite signal is further amplified by V3 and
V4 and a portion of it is fed back through R* as previously described.
The over-all amplification, without feedback, is about 15,000.
In order to reduce the noise level in this amplifier, tube heater
oirouitry of the original amplifier was modified to operate on direot








































the ohopper was supplied with 400 oycle power through separate shielded
leads. The meohanical vibration from the ohopper was prevented from
exciting microphonic noise in the tubes by mechanically isolating the
ohopper and electrioally connecting it to the amplifier with three inoh
leads of very flexible wire. All d-o power, obtained from a general
distribution system in the laboratory, was run through low-pass decoupling
filters bofore it was fed to the amplifier. Fig. (3) shows the power
supply ohassis. Finally, the entire amplifier was plaoed inside a
grounded aluminum box in order to reduce stray pick-up noise. V/hen these
precautions had been taken, noise at the amplifier output was about three
millivolts peak to peak. It was found that this level could be further
decreased by reduoing the amplifier bandwidth. With a 690 mioromicro-
farad oapacitor shunted across Rf, the output noise was not observable on
a Dumont 304-H osoillosoope set at maximum gain, about 30 millivolts per
inoh. A "Millivao" d-c voltmeter placed at the amplifier output showed a
slight drift. After a one hour warm-up, the amplifier drifted about two
millivolts in a period of 30 minutes. It was then found that with no
ourrent fed to the amplifier input, B was slightly above ground potential.
In order to compensate for this condition, a ten megohm resistor was
connected to node M, as shown in Fig. (7), to supply an offset ourrent
that would bring EQ back to ground potential.
Another requirement of the cirouits chosen for displaying the
collector characteristic is that a choice of either a swept voltage or a
swept ourrent be available to drive the collector of the transistor. It
was decided, initially, that the sweep generator should provide either a
positive or a negative voltage or current sawtooth, that the origin of
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its other extremity should be variable between limits of zero to forty-
volts or zero to ten milliamperes to a 3,000 ohm load resistance, Sweep
repetition frequency "was to be as low as maintaining a fairly persistent
trace on the cathode-ray tube face would permit. This frequenoy was found
by trial to be about 20 oycles per second. The rest of the details of the
development of the sweep chassis adhere to well established vacuum cirouit
design techniques and for this reason they are not included here. Fig. (9)
shows the sweep circuit as it was finally evolved.
Measurements which were made of several transistors after the entire
measuring circuit had been completed and set up showed that it would have
been preferable to have made the sweep generator to these specifications:
1. Provide a triangular sweep voltage or current with independently
oontrollable end-points eaoh of which is to be continuously variable
between ±- 40 volts.
2. Provide for sweep frequencies variable between four volts per
second and about 4,000 volts per second.
3. Provide an output amplifier capable of driving a 3,000 ohm load
to 15 milliamperes.
A circuit was designed to meet these specifications but because of
limitations plaoed on development time for the project, it could not be
constructed or tested. This cirouit is shown in Fig. (10).
The final part of the measuring cirouit which was designed was the
bias ohassia, shown in Fig. (12). The function of this chassis was to
provide the needed switohing funotions for bias and sweep voltages and
ourrents, and to provide a holder for the transistor under test. This
chassis was not constructed because of time limitations, although a





constructed to make the measurements whioh are presented in Chapter IV.
The simplified bias ohassis which was actually used, provided a one volt
base back-bias that kept the transistor out off for the "off" state
measurements. For the "on" state measurements, base currents were ob-
tained from a current ladder consisting of R\ through R4 shown in Fig. (11).
This ladder was arranged to provide binary values of ourrent so that any
value of ourrent from one milliampere to 15 milliaraperes was available in
one milliampere steps simply by switching in the proper branches of the
ladder. Later, another branch was added to the ladder; this branch con-
tained a pair of jacks for a milliammeter, and a potentiometer to vary the
branoh current. In this way measurements at base currents less than one
milliampere were obtained. A similar ladder, consisting of R5 through R Q
was used to adjust the I sweep current. In this case, the ladder was
continuously fed either a positive or a negative 40 volt, peak to peak,
sawtooth. The magnitude of the I sawtooth was set with switohes in the
branohes of the I ladder. This ladder operated to provide I sweep
amplitude variations in one milliampere steps in a manner similar to that
described for the Ib ladder.
Ttfhen the separate parts of the measuring circuit are interconnected
to make "off" state measurements, the oircuit shown in Fig. (13) is
obtained. Rf, in this circuit, is adjusted to a value appropriate to the
expected ma°?iitude of Ic . This adjustment of values is made by soldering
the desired resistor into the circuit.
"Off" state circuit calibrationi
Supposing that IQ= 5 mioroamperes is expected, Rf is ohosen to
produce a moderate amplifier output voltage, for example,
E
-
-Xc -Rf = 1^ Rf = Syi< a * /oo Ksi. ^ o.S'vott
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whioh calibrates the amplifier so that, Ic/E - /0^a./vott. The x-axis
amplifier gain is then adjusted using the internal calibrating oirouitry
of the oscilloscope. This gain is set to produce a known displacement
of the trace for an input voltage of 0.5 volts. Supposing that the
defleotion sensitivity is chosen at 0.1 volts/cm, the x-axis then is
calibrated to read,
Xc = tO^u.a./vo/t xO.I voli/crr) = /^ucK/cm.
Internal calibrating cirouitry in the oscillosoope or, in the
absence of such oircuitry, some known external voltage is used to set
the horizontal deflection sensitivity so that an easily read soale for
Voe is produced which will also permit the sweep length of Voe to occupy
most of the horizontal spaoe on the cathode-ray tube faoe. Base bias
should be set to plus one volt for a p-n-p transistor or to minus one volt
for a n-p-n transistor. V0Q should be switched to provide a positive sweep
for an n-p-n transistor or a negative sweep for a p-n-p transistor. Sweep
origin should be ohecked to be sure it is at ground potential, although the
adjustment will hold fairly well after the sweep amplifier has warmed up
for about half an hour. The sweep offset control is used to make this
adjustment; see Fig. (9). Sweep amplitude should be set to zero.
TVhen these adjustments have been made, the transistor may be plaoed
in its holder and the desired "off" state oolleotor characteristic will be
displayed on the calibrated cathode-ray tube faoe as the sweep amplitude
oontrol is advanoed.
To make measurements in the "on" state, a rearrangement of the





of Fig. (6). In the M on" state circuit, Fig. (14), the chopper stabilized
amplifier is used as a voltage amplifier. The amplifier still operates
to keep node N at ground potential; however, input ourrent now flows
through Ri, a fixed preoision resistor, and is therefore proportional to
the input voltage, V0Q . Aside from this difference, the amplifier
funotions just as it did when it was used to amplify I in the "off" state.
Amplifier voltage gain is, for all practioal purposes, equal to the ratio
Rf/Ri# while amplifier input resistance equals Ri. Calibration procedure
for this circuit is as follows!
Before placing the transistor in the holder, all switches in the 1^
and I c ladders should be switched off. Set Rf and R^ to one megohm and
10,000 ohms, respectively. This establishes amplifier gain at 100, whioh
was found to be a praotical value for all transistors that were measured.
Set the horizontal sweep control on the osoilloscope to produce some
oonvenient length, say five cm. Cheok the I D source to see that it is
oorrectly polarized; positive for n-p-n transistors and negative for p-n-p
transistors. Switoh in a moderate value of 1^; this value must be deter-
mined from a knowledge of the transistor. One to five milliamperes was
found to be safe for the junotion transistors whioh were tested. IQ may
be polarized either positively or negatively. Switch in a moderate value
of I , say five milliamperes. A trace will be observed above the ohopped
ground reference line and at an angle to it. Adjust the oscilloscope 1 s
x-axis amplifier gain to produce a convenient displacement and then oheok
the gain calibration using the internal calibration circuitry of the
oscillosoope. The vertical calibration of the display = 100 x oscillo-
soope gain. The physical length of the horizontal sweep will remain
oonstant but the y-axis calibration will be the total value of ourrent
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set on the Tc ladder divided by this fixed physical length of the Ic sweep.
It will be seen by referring to Fig. (13) and Fig. (14), that a
ohopper is placed at the x-axis input of the oscilloscope. This chopper
ocrarautates the x-axis voltage between ground potential and the potential
at the output of the amplifier, thereby assuring that ground potential is
always accurately looated on the cathode-ray tube face. This device does
not eliminate the need for a d-o coupled oscilloscope but it does elimi-
nate, to a large extent, the error which would otherwise be introduced by
a drift in the x-axis amplifier of the osoillosoope. The y-axis amplifier
input is not chopped for two reasons. First, the choppers would have to
be operated either with fixed phase difference so that the beam would have
to be time shared equally between the x-axis, y-axis and the desired curve
or they would have to be operated at different frequencies. Either of
these alternatives is awkward; the first requires that a phasing network'
be introduced into the a-o supply for one of the choppers and the second
requires introducing another a-c power source. Second, the drift in the
y-axis amplifier has been found to be negligibly small anyway. The y-axis
amplifier is always fed the independent variable, I for the "on" state
and Voe for the "off" state. This signal level is always great enough so





To cheok the operation of the device described in Chapter III, it
was used to measure the collector characteristic curves of several
transistors. The parameters, °< ^, <K n , IQQ and Ico , of these same
transistors were measured and were used to compute the colleotor
oharaoteristio ourves. The oemputed ourves and the measured curves were
then oompared. One of these comparison runs, whioh was made using a
Sylvania 2N94A alloyed-junction transistor, has been chosen for detailed
discussion of this procedure. The inverted configuration was ohosen for
this run beoause a preliminary cheok showed that Ie was somewhat less than
I c in its "off" state. The measuring oircuit which was used is shown in
Fig. (13). The prooedure described in Chapter III was followed in
calibrating and setting up the testing circuitry. The cathode -ray tube
presentation whioh was obtained is shown in Fig. (15),





f? - ——- = 2.7 Mecjohws
'Vy
ec =0
Emitter voltage breakdown is noticeable above V =30 volts.
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One may also find the offset ourrent by measuring small signal para-
meters,
^oo'^n'^i* 'rn9se values oan be substituted into equations (1-10)
and (1-11) to arrive at the same information as was measured directly,
Sinoe it is rather difficult to measure ^ and °<^ when the transistor is
out-off, values will be arbitrarily ohosen from Region II measurements at
the point where 1^ Z 35/*.a, Ie » 1.0 ma, and I » .965 ma. Under these
oonditions,o<n =,985,°<i =,965; see Fig, (19), Ico was measured at 9/<a,
Equation (1-10) is used beoause the oolleotor oharaoteristio plot of
Fig, (15) desoribes the transistor in its inverted condition and as far as
the markings on the transistor are oonoerned it is really a VQ0 vs, Ie
plot. Using the equation,
(1-10)
±3, i
and equation (1-9), rearranged so that
x eo ^ -'-co





¥>e = Vbe =-/yo/t
CPc - Vbc - -10 volts
£**-/)
/-.?6<?x.9XS
Since the exponential terms are negligibly small, they may be dropped,
then, — -
.fcs- „ _





This value oompares more favorably with the measured value of 3.2 m a
than is apparent at first glance because the computed quantity does not
aocount for any collector leakage resistance in shunt with the oollector
junction.
In the above calculation for Ie , whence and ^ c are less than a few
tenths of a volt, the exponential terms become negligibly small; IQ and
I are then nearly independent of variations in emitter and oollector
voltage. When this is so, re0 must be very large; greater, in faot, than
the leakage resistance shunting it. Any calculation which does not
include this leakage resistance will give a misleading value of re0 .
Rqo is found from equation (1-17),
n ec _ —
—
J-e
and at Vec 10 volts,
a value which compares reasonably well with the measured value of 2.7
megohms.
The "on" state measurements for this transistor are shown in Fig. (16)
as Curves I and II. The measuring circuit which was used is shown in
Fig. (14); the procedure whioh was followed in making these measurements
has already been stated in Chapter III. Fig. (16) will be discussed
since this figure shows the "on" state behavior of the same 2N94A
transistor as was just described in its "off" state. The useful infor-
mation whioh can be obtained from these curves is as follows:
For ourve I with a base drive ourrent of 1 ma,


















1. Set Ie to desired value.
















1.0 ma 1.5 volts 15^ a 0.985 .985
2.0 2.25 22.5 1.975 .9887
3.0 3.0 30 2.97 .990
4.0 3.7 37 4.865 .991
4.9 4.4 44 5.85 .991
5.9 5.0 50 6.841 .991
6.9 5.7 57 6.343 .992
7.9 6.55 65 7.835 .992
8.95 7.2 72 8.878 .992
9.9 8.0 80 9.82 .992
Inverted
1.0 3.5 35 9.65 .965
2.0 6.4 64 1.936 .968
3.0 9.3 93 2*907 .969
4.0 12.8 128 3 872 .968
4.9 15 9 159 4.741 .968
5.9 19.2 192 5.708 .967
6.9 23 230 6.670 .967
7.S 26 260 7.640 .967
8.9 29 290 8.610 .968







I. e 1 ma
This plot also shows the variations of these quantities with respect
to changes in 1^, T-Vhen these curves are extended further than is
shown in this plot, a point at whioh there is a marked increase in r0o is
reaohed. This is the point at which, as Ie is further increased, the
fixed value of 1^ is unable to keep the transistor saturated and so the
transistor operating point passes into either Region II or inverted
Region II, The points at which this happens are of interest because
they represent the maximum currents which can be conducted through the
transistor for any particular base drive current. Ylhen this information
is combined with the "off1 state information, one obtains a fairly com-
plete picture of the static switching properties of the transistor. Before
the transistor is used in a switoh design problem, information about its
dynamio switohing behavior should be obtained either from dynamic measure-
ments or from calculations based on small-signal a-o parameters (9),
One can find the same information as is shown in Curve I by using
equation (1-13), To use this equation, one must measure c< i and *^







The cirouit shown in Fig, (17) was set up to make these measurements.
Data which was obtained is shown in Fig, (18) and is plotted against IQ
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values measured for(Xn and^^ are shown in Fig. (20). The oaloulated
values of VQ0 are plotted in Fig, (16) as Curves III and IV, for 1^ "1 ma
and 6 ma, respectively. The calculated curves are obviously in error
because they have not accounted for the voltage drop through the resist-
ance within the semioonduotor regions of the collector and emitter. This
resistance may be determined from curves I and II. Fig. (21) shows these
resistances which have been designated R and R0a (8)«
Corrected (4c - -4 (%* + %s ) + Is /^ 5 + C*/cu/«/e</Vec.
At I =0, curve I 3hows V = 4 a 5 mv
and ourve IV shows Vec =0.5 mv;
therefore the drop across Rq S = 4.5 - 0.5 =4 mv.
With Ic =6 ma.
Res =lS =.6S7 ohms.
reo can be found from curve TV as,
or from small-signal parameters, by using equation (1-15).
Veo oan also be found from curve II, as,
& Vet j^.S-oJnv
r6C = LIe ~~ [0-(-3V»>«. '
'^^
The differences between these resistances must be Res + ^os»
Res + R cs = (fee ~ rec )= t.S- 0.2 = /.SSL
so that,
Correoted V
ec =1.3Ie + 0.7Ib + Calculated Veo
When this correction is applied to ourve IV, the result is curve VI which
agrees very closely with curve II. Curve III, for I^ = 1 ma, may similarly
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These calculations are shown in detail in Appendix VI.
Curves for a General Eleotric type 2N123 p-n-p transistor are
included at this point to show their similarity to the ourves for the
n-p-n unit just desoribed. Figs. (22) and (23) show the "on" state plot
for values of I D = 0,2 ma and I"b = 3 ma respectively. Calculated and
measured ourves in Fig. (22) agree vory well because ourrent levels are
low and voltage drops across Rgg and R08 are small. The curves of Fig. (23)
show the disagreement between measured and calculated curves which may be
expected when currents are increased. Fig. (24) is of interest because it
shows the inverted M on" state curves of the transistor whose normal "onw
state curves are plotted in Figs. (22) and (23). Fig. (24) shows that
V o lla =0 is less than Vce t zq and, therefore, that this transistor will
be a better switoh in its "on" state if it is operated inverted than if it
is operated normally. Data and calculations for these ourves are shown in
Figs. (24), (25) and (26), A comparison of the ourves for this p-n-p unit
with those of the preceding n-p-n unit (Fig. 16) shows very little differ-
ence between the two except that the base drive ourrents and the voltage
offsets are of opposite polarity. In fact, all of the ourves which were
obtained for good swi toning transistors were vory muoh like those whioh
have just been discussed.
The conclusions whioh are to be drawn from the comparisons and
calculations which have been presented are:
1. The equations in Chapter I may be used without correction only
at low voltages and ourrents.
2. T?7ith corrections for lead resistances and leakage resistances,
these same equations will give good agreement at moderate voltages and
currents. Obtaining these corrections has, however, involved measuring
G2

the actual colleotor characteristics for at least one value of I-^*
3 # At high oolleotor voltages, breakdown effects become prominent
and the equations of Chapter II no longer apply,
4, In view of the limited range of application for the equations
of Chapter I, the difficulty of obtaining the lead and leakage resistances
and, finally, the failure of these equations near voltage breakdown of
the transistor, the device described in Chapter III appears to fill a need
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This appendix shows the derivation of the diffusion equation (1-2)
and its solution to obtain the equations relating oollector current and
emitter current to the voltages applied to the collector and emitter
junctions of a p-n-p transistor.
The diffusion equation for holes in a slab of n-type germanium is
given in Chapter I as,
jk = j>. i]t + *h v- (1"2)
}* A ^ —YZT
where, /
p n the concentration of holes at any time, t, and at any point,
x, in the slab,
t s time,
x * distance into the slab measured along the normal to its surface.
Pa" the thermal equilibrium concentration of holes in the n-type
germanium,
p = the "hole lifetime." It is the time required for a group of
holes injected into the slab to be reduced in number by a
factor of l/e, (e is the natural log base,)
D„ s the diffusion oonstant for holes in the slab of n-type
germanium. It has the dimensions length 2/time.
Since the base region of a transistor is just suoh a slab of semi-
conductor, the solution of this equation for the appropriate boundary
conditions should lead to expressions relating the flow of current across
the emitter and the collector junctions with the voltages aoross these
junctions, fibers and Moll (5) have worked out a solution in three dimen-
sions with very few restrictions on geometry; however, the problem is
simplified and made easier to understand if it is limited to one dimension,
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This oan be done by considering the junctions to be parallel planes
separated by an infinite slab, the base. The problem is solved for this
geometry in Chapter 8 of TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS, (7),
The assumptions upon whioh the derivations of the equations to
follow is based area
1. The resistivity of all semiconductor regions is low enough that
no voltage drops occur except across the p-n junctions.
2. The emitter efficiency is not a function of emitter current,
3. Space-charge layer widening effects are negligible (4).
4. Emitter and collector junctions separately, have voltage -current
relationships of the form,
J ~-ta (e -0 (i-i)
where,
I * the junction current.
Ia - the reverse saturation current across the junction due to the
flow of minority carriers,
q » electronic oharge = 1,6 x 10" 19 coulombs.
k • Boltznann* s constant = 1,38 x 10 Joules/°K moleoule,
T - temperature in degrees Kelvin,
5. The emitter, base and collector regions, eaoh separately, consist
of homogeneous n or p type semiconductor.
Equation (1-2) is derived from a law governing the diffusion prooess
which statest
The rate of diffusion of a substance is proportional to the cross-
sectional area through whioh it moves and to the concentration
gradient of the substanoe (7).








x ) B That part of the current flow in the x-direction at any
point, x, in the base due to the movement of holes,
Qp - the total charge of all holes in a volume of the base of
unit cross-section and length, W, where the unit oross-
seotion is taken in a plane parallel to the base surface
and the length, W, the base thickness, is taken along the
x-direction.
Differentiating (Al-l) with respect to x yields,
^*K - T^r
—jft (ai-2)
Differentiating the expression defining p,
with respect to t gives,
If (Al-2) and (Al-4) are combined to eliminate Q_, the result is,
-r&~&-&
or,
The time rate decay of a group of holes injeoted into a piece of
n-type germanium is noted from experiment to be an exponential function
(7). The time required for the number of holes in the group to decay to
a factor of l/e is called ^p. The concentration of holes at any instant
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in the n-matorial after an initial increase in concentration, p, has been
made is,
/ s ^ ^ ^/ e " ^ (A1-6 >
if this equation is differentiated with respeot to time, the result is,
combining (Al-6) and (Al-7) to eliminate the exponential factor gives,
If -_*>«. -*-
This is the decay rate of hole concentration due to recombination of holes
and eleotrons in the base, TYhen equations (Al-5) and (Al-8) are added
together, the result is,
Assume that a general solution to (1-2) is,
sp = fi(*) -f-fs,(x)&
(A1.9 )
where,
P (x) s the static component of hole concentration,
p^(x) - the time varying component of hole concentration at any
point, x, in the base,
differentiating (A 1-9), one obtains,
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if. -_ Mm <- h&- J"*
Substituting (Al-9) and its derivatives into (1-2) yields,
r,,»^ T$%? *ty><?*\ .&Jsa^^l (A 1-10)
This equation oan be broken into a-o and d-c components. Since this paper
is concerned only with the d-c behavior, the a-o portion of this equation
will be disoarded. The d-o equation, then is,
!>+ ^
" ^^l^i (ALU)
To remove time completely from (Al-ll), the substitution,
L^
is made. Lp is the diffusion length for holes in the base region; this is
the distance measured in the + x-direction in which the hole concentration
deoreases by a factor of l/e, assuming that there are no hole souroes or




= rm _ g Ct)
J?C j 1. (Al-13)
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An equation similar to (2-1) oan be written to describe the hole concen-
tration on the n-side of a p-n junction when a voltage is applied to the
junotion.
7? (O) = /"„€>.*& (Al-14)
where,
k = Boltzmann 1 s constant - 1.38 x 10 Joules/oK molecule.
T s temperature in degrees Kelvin.
If one of the surfaoes of the base forms an emitter junction, then (Al-14)
gives the hole concentration at this base surface in terms of the voltage
aoross the junction. Let the voltage, Cfe, be the voltage of the p-material
(the emitter) measured with respect to the n-material (the base).
Another equation oan be written for hole oonoentration at the opposite
side of the base where x = W, the width of the base:
/^ ^ (Al-15)
Let this side of the base form the collector junotion and let Cf^
be the voltage of the p-matorial (the oollector) measured with respeot to
the n-material (the base). Equations (Al-14) and (Al-15) are the boundary
conditions whioh will be applied to (Al-13) .
Assume that the general solution to (Al-13) is,
7ZU)= A/»*Jif- h'Bcnl^ +^ (Al-16)
where A and B are oonstants to be determined by applying the boundary
oonditions. Differentiating (Al-16), one obtains.
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Substituting (Al-16) and its derivatives into (Al-13) gives the result.
which verifies the solution.
To evaluate the constant B, equation (Al-14) is substituted into
(Al-16); this yields, J^r ^ A st^ji ° + ^ <U^ ° ^^
I*
13 -- ^(e. ' r-0 (A1.17)
To evaluate the oonstant A, Equations (Al-15) and (A 1-17) are substituted
into (Al-16) giving,
solving this for A,
or,
lVhen(Al-18) is substituted into (Al-16), the d-o solution for the hole
concentration at any point, x, in the base is obtained,
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^ 6() = ^Id-e^c^^-it-^cdgJ^U^-
/>^/-^jwf +-r~- (A1-19)
The d-c current, Ip (x), at any point, x, in the base may be found
*
by differentiating (Al-19) with respect to x and substituting the result
into (Al-l) as followst
-^ ( /-e y ^z^t^ ^ (ai-20)
Hole ourrents at the emitter and colleotor junotions may be obtained from
(Al-21) by the substitutions, i :0 to get the emitter hole current and












^ /^ L J
Nothing has been said about electron current in the preceding
derivations, although it is obvious that electrons must flow from the
base to the emitter when holes flow from emitter to base. To get the
total current flow across the emitter and collector junctions, the
electron ourrent must be added to the hole our rent. Fortunately, to find
this current another solution of the diffusion equation is not necessary.
It happens that the solution for the eleotron current components of Ie
and I is similar enough to the solution for the hole current components
that the former may be found simply from an inspection of the hole current
solution.
If it is assumed that the distance from the emitter junction to the
ohmio oontaot of the supply lead to the emitter region is muoh greater
than 1^, the diffusion length for electrons (analogous to Lp for holes),
then all the eleotrons emitted from the base will have recombined with
holes before they have reached the emitter region ohrtio contact. For
praotioal purposes, the width of the emitter region may be considered to
be infinite and the equation (Al-22) may be written for the electron








np» the thermal equilibrium concentration of electrons in the
emitter region,
Dn" the diffusion oonstant for electrons in the p-regions,
Ln* the diffusion length for electrons in the emitter region*
A similar line of reasoning applied to the collector junction permits the
electron component of oolleotor current, I





n» the thermal equilibrium concentration of electrons in the
oollector region,
L^* the diffusion constant for electrons in the colleotor region.
The total emitter current is given by the equation,
-Ze = Xco v- Xe (Al-26)




This equation way be written more simply, as shown in Chapter I, as,
V / V 4. a z-
^y*. -
Substituting (Al-23) and (Al-25) into the equation,









This equation may be written as shown in Chapter It
r









z^ *- r 4-f-^

APPENDIX II
This appendix shows the derivations in terms of small signal para-
meters of the ooeffioients, &n» al2» &21an(* a22 °^ *^ gQneral equations
(1-3) and (1-4) relating the transistor terminal voltages and currents.
The derivations are as presented by Ebers and Moll (5).
For normal operation in Regions I and II, equations (1-3) and (1-4)
may be simplified to,
?e = *Je *r ~i) - CL, U
(A2-1)
(A2-2)
because in iiiese regions, £2 <C ^ /
For inverted operation in Regions I and II, equations (1-3) and (1-4)
may be written.
-4 = -a tl y-*/x (e <7"-/J
Xc = -*z/ * * z , (e^Zr-t)
(A2-3)
(A2-4)
where, now, Q /x /













Similar ily, when (A2-3) and (A2-4) are combined to eliminate the exponen-
tial faotor, the result is.
Equations (A2-5) and (A2-6) oan also be written in terms of small signal
parameters as,
jTc - - <*~ !<* + ^co (A2-7)
Xe = - °<<i -^c * Ieo (A2-8)
whe re
,
n = the normal d-c current gain of the transistor defined by
the equation, . Xc
/v\
Ie wc^ t




"b^ie voltage applied to the collector region measured with
respect to the base region,
Veo s ^he voltage applied to the emitter region measured with
respect to the base region,
I00 s the reverse saturation current of the emitter junction,
IQ0 The reverse saturation current of the oollector junction.
Equating (A2-5) with (A2-7), and (A2-6) with (A2-8) term for term yields
the following!
_* = ^-L"
" " Ci,, (A2-9)
a,j.




-^7T " 7 (A2 - 12 >
These equations are solved for the "a" ooeffioients as follows!
Substitute (A2-9) and (A2-10) into (A2-11),
Zco=(-^a,i y §*
and solve for a-^*
A tx - (1-6)/- %^ Cx^_
Substitute (A2-9) and (A2-10) into (A2-12)
-Tec ={-°CLAu +^
and solve for &21*
^'
= /- o^oCL (1-7)




To find aj, 2 * substitute (1-6) into (A2-10).




This appendix derives the equations for Vce and Veo in terms of
measurable small signal parameters. The derivations are as presented by
Ebers and Moll (5).
Equations (1-10) and (l-ll) may be solved for the exponential factors
of I and I as follows:
le


















Expanding and cancelling common torms produoes,
/-°C~°C (7- °C* <*,:)'
C*-«l
-h:^"^. (A3-1)















^"c * °C* J"e (A3-2)







where the (+) sign is used with p-n-p transistors and the (-) sign is
used with n-p-n transistors,
When equations (A3-1) and (A3-2) are solved, respectively for (y t
and(^ c , the result is,
Ic
(fe = 4^//- ^g
(A3-4)
Substituting (A3-4) and (A3-5) into (A3-3) yields.
i c + °(» ig
^JL
f Te. + c<^ j
It is found from Kirohoff ' s current law that Ie + I^ + I = and that
substituting -(i^ + I ) for 1-^ gives,
i/ , ± Mr £co
Simplifying this expression produces,
4- Mr_ a fi<- -°^ Ik -^ 1 c + r^o ^ z_ea













The factor —*= —
r
2
- is negligibly small and may be droppedj Vce is then,
^ = * #^ (1-12)
To obtain the equation for VQ(J the subscripts "n" and
M i, M and "o"
and "e" are interchanged in equation (1-12)
Vec =




This appendix derives the equation for dynamio collector resistance,
roe , in terms of measurable small signal parameters using the method
followed by Ebers and Moll (5).
Starting with the equation for Voe derived in Appendix III,
L 3-b c^w J -Tl. I
[l+§"('-°U.) +


















Differentiating this expression for V00 gives,




and substituting the original set of oonstants into this equation gives.
simplifying.
(1-14)





"i," and M e n and "o," as follows
t





This appendix derives an expression for 0( , the normal d-c current
gain in terms of the transistor geometry and the transistor diffusion
parameters. This expression is limited to p-n-p transistors possessing
the geometry of the model used in Appendix I.
CC - - £ii- (A2-9)
a^, is found from equation (Al-27) to be.
and a2i is found from equation (Al-29) to be,
d^ - !3lA c^U-^- (A5-2)
Equations (A5-1) and (A5-2) are substituted into (A2-9) to get
-r
^/v» <? r ma. /
r
whioh can be simplified to.
c^^L + ^^r^j^L (1"18)

APPENDIX VI
This appendix shows the details of the calculations whioh were made
in obtaining curves V and VI of Fig. (16). The calculated values of V00#
ourves III and IV, fail to agree with measured values of Veo , curves I and
II. This disagreement is reconciled as follows:
The resistance of leads to the emitter and collector junctions is
shown as Res and Ros in Fig. (21) which is duplicated below,
Figure (?l)
The curves showing calculated values of Voc do not include voltage drops
caused by current flowing in those lead resistances. These voltage drops
are included in the equation.
Corrected V00 « Ie (RQS + Rcs ) + 1^ Rcs + oaloulated Voc . (A6-1
N
This equation is tabluated below and solved for several points. Values















ma mv 1 ma 0.7 mv 0.55 mv 1.23 mv
1 1.4 0.7 1.61 3.6
2 2.8 0.7 2.64 6.14
-1 -1.4 0.7 -.8 -1.5
-2 -2.8 0.7 -2.1 -4.2
6 4.2 0.53 4.7
1 1.4 6 4.2 0.576 6.2
2 2.8 6 4.2 0.7 7.7
-1
-1.4 6 4.2 0.4 3.2
-2 -2.8 6 4.2 -0.5 1.3













The measurement of the static
switching properties of junction
transistors.

